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abstract: Although information literacy instruction seldom addresses academic reading, strong 
reading skills are paramount to successful research. This study aims to explore faculty perspectives 
on first-year students’ reading behaviors and to discover their perceptions of prevalent challenges 
to student reading as well as interventions used to teach reading. The researchers analyze reading 
interventions through the lens of constructivism, which holds that learners use their previous 
knowledge as a foundation and build on it new things that they learn. The article highlights 
pedagogies targeting both the cognitive domain, which involves mental skills and the acquisition 
of knowledge, and the affective domain, which concerns feelings, emotions, and attitudes. It offers 
practical insights to librarians for expanding information literacy instruction and partnerships to 
strengthen student reading skills.

Introduction

According to Margy Macmillan and Stephanie Rosenblatt, “Reading is a funda-
mental but often overlooked aspect of IL.”1 Although librarians address infor-
mation literacy concepts connecting students to texts that necessitate critical 

reading skills, the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) Framework for 
Information Literacy for Higher Education does not explicitly address reading in any 
of its frames, knowledge practices, or dispositions. This omission could lead librarians 
to deemphasize this elemental component of the research process when they provide 
instruction. 

Throughout this paper, the term reading generally refers to critical reading. Karen 
Manarin, Miriam Carey, Melanie Rathburn, and Glen Ryland note that “critical reading 
is sometimes defined as reading for academic success.”2 Reading critically in this sense This
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involves identifying patterns of textual elements, distinguishing between main and 
subordinate ideas, evaluating credibility, forming judgments about textual arguments, 
making relevant inferences about the narrative, and the like.3

In addition to the Framework’s omission of reading, the tendency to underplay the 
importance of these skills may stem from the one-shot configuration of most information 
literacy instruction sessions. Although the format presents challenges, most information 
literacy sessions are still taught this way, giving librarians little time to address the full 
range of skills and topics they could cover in a more extended time. Another reason for 
not addressing reading in information literacy sessions could be the belief that reading 
instruction falls in the teaching domain of other instructors, either those in the students’ 
major disciplines or in a general education course such as first-year writing.

Despite these obstacles, critical reading skills are a precursor to successful research, 
and librarians could strengthen and reinforce students’ academic skills by considering 

reading a key component of information 
literacy instruction. Doing so in a targeted 
fashion that is not redundant or potentially 
at cross-purposes with existing curriculum 
requires that librarians first understand 
how faculty in a range of disciplines ad-
dress reading in their courses. This in-depth 
qualitative analysis will examine faculty 
beliefs and pedagogies pertaining to the 
reading behaviors and dispositions of first-

year students. The analysis offers new insights into how instructors have adapted their 
teaching practices—both in the classroom and in the assignments they give—based on 
their knowledge and perceptions of student reading. 

Literature Review
Although many researchers have examined the information literacy skills and research 
habits of first-year students, few studies in the library literature focus on learner’s abili-
ties to read academic texts or how faculty members teach reading strategies. Notable 
exceptions include the work of Stephanie Rosenblatt, Margy MacMillan, and Allison 
MacKenzie, who all argue that critical reading skills are an important part of information 

literacy instruction.4 Their studies, however, 
focus on upper-division undergraduates or 
graduate students, rather than first-year 
learners.

Special collections librarians and archi-
vists have emphasized reading skills in the 
context of primary source analysis and in-
terpretation. Whereas the ACRL Framework 
for Information Literacy does not explicitly 
address reading, the Guidelines for Primary 
Source Literacy identify reading as a key 

. . . librarians could strengthen 
and reinforce students’ academic 
skills by considering reading a 
key component of information 
literacy instruction. 

. . . the Guidelines for Primary 
Source Literacy identify reading 
as a key learning objective in 
addition to the interrelated 
skills of interpreting, analyzing, 
and evaluating primary 
sources.
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learning objective in addition to the interrelated skills of interpreting, analyzing, and 
evaluating primary sources.5 James Roussain calls for archivists to embrace their iden-
tity as educators and describes multiple inquiry-based and constructivist pedagogies 
employed by archivists to aid students in analyzing and interpreting primary sources.6 
Similarly, Magia Krause examines the evolving educational role of archivists and special 
collections librarians, highlighting instructional strategies to deepen student engagement 
with primary sources.7 The teams of Ellen Jarosz and Stephen Kutay, Shan Sutton and 
Lorrie Knight, and Janet Hauck and Marc Robinson describe active learning techniques, in 
which students become actively involved with the material instead of passively absorbing 
it, thus deepening student engagement with primary resources.8 The myriad techniques 
designed to promote the effective reading, analysis, and integration of primary sources 
could inform the development of tools and techniques to improve student reading skills 
in a much broader context.

Roxanne Bogucka and Emily Wood describe a team-based reading exercise that 
they use to teach students about the genre of scholarly articles.9 Their study focuses on 
upper-division undergraduates, but the exercise could easily be adapted for first-year 
students. Ryne Leuzinger and Jacqui Grallo discuss reading apprenticeship techniques 
as one way of supporting students’ information literacy.10 Reading apprenticeship is 
an instructional framework that revolves around metacognitive conversations about 
reading: instructors may, for example, read a passage out loud as they talk through 
their thought processes. Leuzinger and Grallo posit that this technique works well in 
library instruction.11 Other librarians have created reading workshops (both online and 
in person) to teach academic reading in various disciplines.12

Maura Smale specifically examined student experiences with assigned course read-
ings.13 She found that they expressed a preference for reading in print, primarily so they 
could annotate the text. She also determined, however, that some students read online 
because of the expense involved in printing materials or because of environmental con-
cerns about printing. Learners prioritized reading for classes in their major and seldom 
completed assigned readings that were not integral to the course. 

In the education literature, Mary Margaret Kerr and Kristen Frese analyzed the 
literature on student reading compliance and found that only 20 to 30 percent of under-
graduate students do their required course readings.14 Kerr and Frese cite four reasons 
for not doing so: unpreparedness (in terms of language skills), lack of motivation, time 
constraints, and an underestimation of the importance of the reading. They recommend 
several ways for professors to overcome these challenges, such as active learning activi-
ties, student reading logs, and technology to help aid comprehension. Some scholars 
also suggest quizzes and journals.15

Pamela Howard, Meg Gorzycki, Geoffrey Desa, and Diane Allen used quantita-
tive methods to compare student and faculty perceptions of reading.16 Their sample 
included mostly upper-level undergraduate students. They found that students and 
faculty agreed that college should teach students to become critical readers, but fac-
ulty thought so more strongly than students did. The two groups disagreed, however, 
about whether students were skilled readers, with 59 percent of students claiming to 
be accomplished readers, but only 11.1 percent of faculty members reporting that their 
students were proficient. Interestingly, student behaviors and attitudes did not always 
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align. Most students valued academic reading but also said that they could learn what 
they needed for class without reading. Rachel Ihara and Ann Del Principe interviewed 

faculty from different departments to discover 
their beliefs and practices regarding assigned 
reading.17 The interviews explored how read-
ing was assigned, the instructor’s goals for 
the assignment, perceived student reading 
behaviors, and the instructor’s own reading 
practices. Their study highlighted the notion 
of varied kinds of reading: faculty wanted 

their students to read differently for different tasks. Although writing is often thought 
of as contextual, reading is less often approached in this way. 

The scholarship of teaching and learning describes several modes for teaching 
academic reading. Some scholars offer stand-alone workshops or tutorials,18 while oth-
ers teach academic reading skills within courses, both discipline-specific and general 
education.19 The question of who should teach academic reading remains unanswered. 
Lisa Bosley’s 2008 study on composition faculty found that many do not explicitly teach 
critical reading skills, although they often talk about the importance of these techniques.20

Methods
The investigators chose qualitative methods for this study for their potential to provide 
rich research findings. After obtaining an exemption from the university’s Institutional 
Review Board, the researchers interviewed 15 faculty members. Convenience sampling 
techniques, which rely on collecting data from people who are readily available to take 
part in the study, were used to recruit participants. 

This study took place at a large public research institution with approximately 
31,000 students. There is no ethnic majority on campus, and first-generation college 
students make up much of the enrollment. The researchers were interested in recruiting 
faculty members who taught first-year students and had a research component in their 
class. They sent a recruitment e-mail to the director of the first-year writing program, 
who forwarded the message to the first-year writing e-mail list. (Every student at this 
university must take a first-year writing course that focuses on academic writing and 
research.) In addition, the researchers solicited names of potential subjects from their 
colleagues. Twenty-two faculty members volunteered for the study; 15 were interviewed. 
Twelve of the instructors participating came from the English Department and taught 
first-year writing, among other classes. One instructor was from the Department of His-
tory, one from Gender and Women’s Studies, and one from the Department of Sociology. 
Participants had a range of experience teaching at the college level, from 4 to 25 years.

Faculty were asked about their expectations of students in terms of course and 
outside readings and any reading instruction provided (see the Appendix for the inter-
view questions). Each semi-structured interview was conducted in a library conference 
room or in the participant’s office. The sessions lasted between 30 minutes and 1 hour. 
Interviews were recorded, and a second researcher attended as a notetaker. An outside 
transcription service transcribed the interviews, and the audio recordings were deleted 

Most students valued academic 
reading but also said that they 
could learn what they needed 
for class without reading. 
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after transcription was complete. All interviews were conducted in the spring of 2019, 
and faculty received a $50 gift card for their participation. 

The investigators developed a coding structure to analyze the data. Codes were 
deductive in nature, primarily based on the interview questions, while some emerged 
during the process of examining the data.21 During the coding and analysis, the research-
ers focused on the faculty’s assigned reading, reading pedagogy, and perceptions of their 
students’ reading. All interviews were analyzed with an eye toward improving infor-
mation literacy instruction. The investigators used NVivo coding software for analysis. 

Results
Interviewees discussed many student reading challenges that had more to do with af-
fective or emotional issues than cognitive ones. The students lacked confidence, found 
academic reading alienating, and felt unable or embarrassed to ask questions. While 
not all students experienced the same challenges, these themes emerged frequently. 
Almost all instructors provided critical reading instruction and employed teaching 
strategies designed to build on students’ preexisting strengths and experiences. Elizabeth 
Kocevar-Weidinger, Emily Cox, Mark Lenker, Tatiana Pashkova-Balkenhol, and Virginia 
Kinman argue that librarians should frame information literacy sessions in this same 
constructivist and strengths-based way, in which students build knowledge based on 
their prior learning and experience.22 Although not labeling them as such, the instruc-
tors in this study clearly used constructivist pedagogies such as those outlined by Todd 
Hartle, Sandhya Baviskar, and Rosemary Smith.23 The researchers therefore analyzed 
the results following the criteria Hartle and his team outlined for constructivist teach-
ing and learning: (1) prior knowledge, (2) cognitive dissonance, (3) application of new 
knowledge with feedback, and (4) metacognition, or awareness and understanding of 
one’s own thought processes.24 Some results fit more than one category, but for the sake 
of clarity, the investigators assigned only one category per result.

Prior Knowledge

Constructivist education is based on the belief that new knowledge is constructed 
from old. According to Hartle, Baviskar, and Smith, “Learners ‘construct’ knowledge 
by modifying and contributing to their existing mental constructs. In the constructivist 
literature, this existing mental construct is succinctly referred to as ‘Prior Knowledge.’”25 

Eleven of the 15 professors interviewed reported that students’ prior knowledge 
varied, depending on their high school experience. One composition instructor noted 
that, although students demonstrated a wide range of reading skills, a teacher’s “goal is 
to show that [students] are prepared, but they don’t know that they’re prepared because 
some things will seem a little strange to them.” A sociology instructor echoed this idea, 
noting that sociology “requires critical reading skills and critical writing skills. But these 
are skills, right? They’re not talents. It’s something that you get by practicing.” 

To teach the deep reading that instructors expect from their students, some teachers 
modeled what to focus on when studying an article and how to mark it up for maximum 
efficiency. They sometimes did this using a “fake” article that they developed specifi-
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cally to teach reading strategies or with a shorter article that they felt was manageable. 
Instructors modeled annotation and note-taking, skills that some students had practiced 
in high school. One instructor explained:

I have noticed that they have more of a foundation of what I would expect them to be 
able to do with annotation. They know about asking questions in the text. They know 
about all the highlighting and looking up in the dictionary. I would say that they are 
more prepared than I had expected them to be.

This instructor built upon students’ experience with annotating texts by introduc-
ing new techniques for learners to adapt into their reading practice, explaining, “It’s 
effective for them to see me live reading a text and then I ask, ‘Okay, there’s something 
I want to circle in here. What do you think it is?’” Another instructor used colorful pens 
for annotation and noticed that students followed suit. The teacher observed, “It’s pink 
here, and purple there. And they’re having different color-coding systems for, ‘Oh, this 
is the main claim. This is evidence.’ I kind of try to make it fun somehow.” 

The concept of making reading fun or interesting came up several times and indi-
cates that faculty acknowledge the importance of the affective domain. One instructor 
described considering student interests when assigning reading: “I [am] very selective 
in what I assign, and then I quickly move them to their individual topics where they 

get to choose something that they’re interested 
in, either for personal or professional reasons, 
and then help them find articles [on that topic].” 
Many other instructors mentioned asking stu-
dents about their pleasure reading, to connect 
academic reading to a type of reading that stu-
dents already engaged in and enjoyed.

Some instructors sought to ease their stu-
dents into reading scholarly articles by starting 
with genres with which students would likely 
be familiar, from high school or their daily lives, 

ultimately demonstrating that critical analysis of a text is a transferable skill. One instruc-
tor noted, “I’ll also give some more accessible articles, the type of online newspaper or 
magazine-type articles, along with [scholarly articles] that are on similar topics so that 
they can be pulling some of the ideas together.” Another had students write a summary 
of a film to work up to making a synopsis of a scholarly article. Although some students 
had trouble writing about movies, understanding and interpreting a film was much 
more familiar to them than deciphering scholarly articles. 

Cognitive Dissonance

Someone who holds two conflicting beliefs, values, or attitudes may experience a form 
of mental discomfort called cognitive dissonance, leading the person to alter one of the 
ideas. Hartle, Baviskar, and Smith declare:

The concept of making 
reading fun or interesting 
came up several times 
and indicates that faculty 
acknowledge the importance 
of the affective domain. 
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Only when the students realize that their prior knowledge is insufficient or inappropriate 
to understand something will the students become motivated to modify their constructs. 
The realization that their current constructs do not match their needs is called cognitive 
dissonance, and it is often as uncomfortable as it sounds.26 

Multiple instructors described student experiences with and reactions to reading aca-
demic texts that could be characterized as cognitive dissonance. One teacher mentioned 
that students often struggled to find an article’s thesis statement. That instructor started 
the semester by assigning an article in which the thesis appeared either in the middle or 
at the end of the text, to highlight that academic articles vary in structure. Students are 
used to writing five-paragraph essays, and so when they encounter a different rhetorical 
model, they sometimes struggle. Some instructors do an “anatomy of a scholarly article” 
lesson, a technique with which many librarians are familiar, discussing the different 
parts of a scholarly article and what each contributes. 

Almost all faculty reported that academic language was a challenge for their students. 
A composition instructor mentioned that this presented instructors with a dilemma 
in deciding whether to assign scholarly articles. They did not want to “exacerbate” 
the problem by omitting study of scholarly 
articles, but they did not want to “frustrate” 
students either. This regard for students’ affec-
tive domain was a refrain throughout most of 
the interviews. Instructors spoke of students 
feeling uncomfortable asking questions and 
getting embarrassed if they failed to under-
stand something. Academic language, one 
instructor explained, “does inhibit them. It’s 
really hard for me to cultivate an openness, so students are not embarrassed and are 
able to ask those questions.” Some faculty asked students to make vocabulary lists as 
they read, so they would look up any words they did not know. 

Five of the subjects spoke about student challenges not with vocabulary but with 
context, both in terms of academic knowledge and cultural references. A composition 
instructor described students asking questions about a magazine article: “What I realized 
was that they were lacking context for the argument that was being made.” Similarly, 
another teacher explained the difficulty caused by a lack of scholarly knowledge when 
students searched for sources: “They’re not even going to know what books to spend 
their time on. They’re not going to know that a book on Jacques Derrida is going to be 
above their pay grade because they don’t know who that is. There isn’t enough context.” 

Many students would finish their reading assignments as quickly as possible. One 
instructor described an exercise where students do an “initial sweep” of an article to 
judge its usefulness, emphasizing that afterward they needed to reread more closely. 
Many faculty spoke sympathetically of how much goes on in students’ lives outside 
school, including part- or full-time jobs, family responsibilities, and long commutes. One 
teacher explained that the length of scholarly articles was often a challenge:

They’re struggling with time. Some of them are trying to do things that are literally 
impossible, and the only way that they can do them is to not spend very much time 
working on their assignments. So, how do I incentivize investment in it? Just looking at 
it, it’s like, “Okay, I could spend two hours reading that, but why should I?”

Instructors spoke of students 
feeling uncomfortable 
asking questions and getting 
embarrassed if they failed to 
understand something. 
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Another instructor spoke of giving students permission to read in a different, more 
selective way:

One thing that was daunting for me in college was I just only knew to read from beginning 
to end every single word at a painfully slow rate. Talking to them about how you have 
permission to read this selectively. That is why scholarly articles give you headaches. 
You may want to jump to the discussion. You may want to really dig in on methodology, 
or you may want to focus on a certain heading. So, I think . . . what they may lack is the 
knowledge of the lay of the land of a scholarly article and then the permission to read 
it selectively or strategically.

Many students believe that they already know how to read. When confronted with 
different strategies or difficult texts, they become uncomfortable because their basic 
assumption is challenged. 

Application of New Knowledge with Feedback

To succeed academically, students must not only acquire new knowledge but also ap-
ply what they have learned. Hartle and his coauthors explain: “Application of new 
knowledge has two main functions. First, it is a test and fine-tuning of the new construct. 
Second, it is repetition using multiple perspectives that helps to reinforce the learning. 
To accomplish these functions, it is important that the students receive both appropriate 
learning activities and feedback for their work.”27 

The implicit challenges of reading texts—particularly in an online environment—
provided instructors with fertile ground for developing exercises in which students 
could apply new knowledge and receive feedback on their evolving reading practices. 
Many faculty required students to print out readings to bring to class, if possible, because 

they felt that computers could be distracting, 
especially to students just learning to navigate 
academic discourse: “It’s not so much the 
reading online, it’s just being online.” Other 
instructors mentioned that screens tend to 
encourage superficial reading. When students 
read an article online, they are more apt to scan 

it than to read it deeply. One teacher said, “Yeah, it’s like bam, bam, bam, you’re just see-
ing everything superficially, like it’s a screen rather than something that’s really deep.” 

Not all instructors considered reading online a negative experience for students. One 
teacher felt that students’ online reading was important, saying, “The reading they do on 
social media is maybe the most important reading they do, because it affects how they 
become voters.” Other instructors used different types of software to do more engaged 
reading and recommended online annotation tools to aid students. They helped their 
classes devise systems for note-taking, something that can be particularly challenging 
when dealing with electronic texts. For example, one instructor helped students develop 
strategies to read and organize using a structured Google form. Another annotated a 
literature review for their students using Adobe Acrobat Pro, which converts files into 
editable, searchable documents. Their students had never seen the software before and 
wondered how the instructor did the annotations: “So, there’s always people, they’re 

When students read an article 
online, they are more apt to 
scan it than to read it deeply. 
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like, ‘How’d you do that?’ You know? And [I tell them], ‘I got this free from the Web 
store; you could have it too,’ and I feel like if I incorporated that into my class a little 
more, like significantly, it might help with not doing the reading.”

Whether reading in print or online, many instructors had their students do work-
sheets, charts, or summaries, or they used specific reading methods such as SQ3R, 
which challenges learners to survey, question, read, recite, and review their texts.28 One 
instructor used strategies developed for students with disabilities for all her students 
because these techniques are “universally beneficial,” a main tenet of Universal Design 
for Learning, an educational framework designed to accommodate individual learning 
differences.29 

To teach students the type of critical reading required for college, many instructors 
limit the amount of reading they assigned. While initially hesitant, they spoke of mul-
tiple benefits of requiring students to read less, such as more time for deeper analysis 
of texts, exposure to different genres, more opportunities for independent research, 
and more chance for feedback. One instructor did not change the amount of reading 
but instead adjusted how they taught: “I have given them more support structures in 
terms of giving them worksheets that help them sort of map out arguments or doing 
more at the beginning of the semester in terms of training them to read and recognizing 
features and things like that.” Another teacher claimed to be “not a fan” of worksheets 
but nonetheless admitted that such exercises helped some students and provided a way 
of assessing reading comprehension. Worksheets offered a “sense of how [students] are 
interacting with the text” and allowed the instructor to give useful feedback.

Many instructors spoke of having students learn from one another in small groups, 
either to mitigate that some students had not done the reading or to help learners pro-
cess the content. Sometimes, groups read together, either silently or out loud, and then 
discuss the text: “Most of the discussions we have involve group work so nobody really 
gets shamed, and there isn’t really a consequence for their grades.” Students also have 
a chance to ask each other questions in a smaller group, which feels more comfortable 
for some learners. One instructor likes group work because it can show students that 
“reading is an active practice.” It gives them the opportunity to talk about the reading 
and to get feedback on their interpretations. Some instructors have their students lead 
class discussions or teach the material to others in their group.

Feedback was essential not only to help students understand scholarly articles but 
also to strengthen their self-efficacy, their belief in their ability to succeed. One instruc-
tor mentioned giving “feedback that’s not about being right or wrong so much as it’s 
about thinking creatively and interestingly.” Another mentioned using online games to 
assess and provide feedback to students in a fun way. The teacher used the game-based 
learning platform Kahoot and an online Jeopardy game, noting that students enjoyed 
both formats and that both enabled the instructor to see how well students understood 
reading strategies.

Metacognition

Metacognition, often described as thinking about thinking,30 in this case can be defined 
as thinking about reading. Several instructors spoke of using the Metacognitive Aware-
ness of Reading Strategies Inventory (MARSI).31 This assessment asks students questions 
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about how they read, such as do they take notes, summarize, or underline. The survey 
allows students to focus on their reading practice, and as one instructor argued, doing 
it at the beginning of the semester “makes reading a part of the ongoing conversation 

in class.” The participants went on to say that 
it makes students more willing to admit that 
they do not understand something because the 
instructor has explained that reading is difficult 
and is a skill that needs practice. Instructors 
talked about their own struggle to make sense 
of difficult texts as another strategy to demystify 
academic reading. One said, “I will admit when 
I don’t [understand], if I give them something 

that’s especially challenging and say, ‘You know, I don’t even really know what she’s 
saying here.’”

Although many students state a preference for reading either online or in print, one 
instructor spoke of a reflection exercise that encouraged students to discover whether 
online or print was better for them. The activity had students practice both ways to see 
how they felt annotating, organizing, and studying in each environment. Teaching these 
strategies explicitly helps students become more cognizant of their reading practices. 

Most instructors had students respond to the readings in writing. These assign-
ments not only gave students a way to hone their writing skills but also provided faculty 
the chance to see if students understood what they read. Some responses were short 
and others long, sometimes one paragraph, occasionally 500 words, and sometimes a 
presentation to the class in the form of a discussion board. All these methods enabled 
instructors—and, in the case of discussion boards, other students—to give readers 
feedback on their interpretations.

Discussion
The majority of faculty in this study provided some sort of critical reading instruction to 
their students, unlike those in Bosley’s research.32 The exception were faculty members 
who taught large lecture-style classes; they explained that the format of the class made 
such teaching difficult. Bosley’s study was published in 2008; perhaps in the ensuing 
years more emphasis has been placed on explicitly teaching reading skills, especially 
among composition faculty. Although this study is not generalizable, the findings could 
be potentially helpful to librarians in various contexts. 

Constructivist/Affective Connection

Many instructors were concerned not only with students’ cognitive skills but also with 
their affective domain. They employed specific constructivist teaching methods to 
introduce more difficult texts. Hartle, Baviskar, and Smith stress that any activity that 
strives to elicit prior knowledge should “emotionally and cognitively engage students 
in the topic at hand” (emphasis added).33 By starting with familiar genres to draw out 
prior knowledge, instructors demonstrated that learners were welcome participants in 
the scholarly discourse. They then could move on to more difficult material and help 

Instructors talked about 
their own struggle to make 
sense of difficult texts as 
another strategy to demystify 
academic reading. 
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students recognize that, although they had not read these types of texts in the past, they 
had mastered difficult feats of reading comprehension before. As Manarin, Carey, Rath-
burn, and Ryland note, “Critical reading for academic purposes involves students learn-
ing to see themselves as part of the 
included group of readers, an alien and 
potentially alienating experience.”34 
By beginning with familiar genres, 
instructors can bolster students’ self-
efficacy and enable them to feel more 
capable, and in turn more comfort-
able, in the academic sphere. Many 
faculty reported reducing the amount 
of assigned reading so that they could have more time to work with each text, allowing 
students to challenge themselves and practice new reading skills. Asking about students’ 
pleasure reading or connecting research to their interests could also reduce anxiety and 
help students engage. 

The “alienating experience” that Manarin and her coauthors write about is real; 
however, this discomfort is part of the cognitive dissonance often felt in the learning 
process. As in Smale’s study, many instructors report that students think they should 
already know how to read, so taking every opportunity to refute this myth is important.35 
Once students realize that they have not been taught these skills in the past, they feel 
more comfortable practicing the new reading strategies they learn. 

Indeed, repeated application of new knowledge is important in bolstering student 
confidence, particularly when instructors provide useful feedback. MacMillan found 
that practice is imperative for students to turn their newly learned reading strategies 
into long-lasting habits.36 Feedback can come in many forms, not only from comments 
made by the instructor but also from remarks by peers.37 Many participants spoke of 
using small groups to read difficult passages together, allowing students to discuss the 
meaning and reach a consensus. Yuka Fujimoto, Pauline Hagel, Paul Turner, Uraiporn 
Kattiyapornpong, and Ambika Zutshi also described this technique.38 In addition, group 
work alleviated some of the anxiety that students felt about asking questions. Instruc-
tors encouraged the whole class to ask questions but found that students seemed more 
comfortable asking for clarification from their peers.

Metacognition, the final step of constructivist learning, is also tied to the affective 
domain and developing productive habits of mind. Hartle, Baviskar, and Smith write, 
“The more students recognize both what and how they are learning, the more efficient 
their future learning will become.”39 Students can transfer not only what they learn to a 
new situation but also how they mastered it. They will feel more confident studying in 
the future knowing how they have learned in the past. This increased self-efficacy could 
also lessen some of the anxiety associated with academic reading.

Implications for Librarians

The “Scholarship as Conversation” frame of the ACRL Framework presents a paradox of 
sorts when it comes to academic reading, purporting in one disposition that the develop-
ing learner should “recognize that systems privilege authorities and that not having a 

By beginning with familiar genres, 
instructors can bolster students’ 
self-efficacy and enable them to feel 
more capable, and in turn more 
comfortable, in the academic sphere. 
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fluency in the language and process of a discipline disempowers their ability to participate 
and engage.”40 One could read this disposition as alienating; if certain texts privilege 

authorities and those fluent in the academic 
parlance of a discipline, why should a novice 
even try to engage with them? While librarians 
should acknowledge that academic articles are 
written by and for expert communities, they can 
still empower students to grapple with these 
texts and develop the confidence to take them 
on, incorporating the readings into their own 
arguments and discourse, and integrating what 
they have read into their synthesis along with 
other media or written texts. 

MacMillan and Rosenblatt argue that librarians’ interdisciplinary role positions 
them as natural instructors for reading strategies.41 Since librarians often read in other 
disciplines, they have experience as novice readers and can relate to students’ discomfort. 
Librarians could seek opportunities to model slow, close, deliberate, and critical reading 
of academic texts in the context of library instruction, as well as incorporating reflection 
on the experience of reading scholarly material, to bolster students’ academic reading 
skills and strengthen their self-efficacy. Librarians can also convey that while academic 
texts are indeed difficult and alienating, students can develop practices to crack the code 
of difficult reading material over time. 

In this vein, the researchers have incorporated an in-class exercise with their first-
year writing classes to allow students to focus on one small piece of a scholarly article 
for an extended period. Having students read an abstract or other short passage in 
small groups and answer a series of questions allows them to work with one another on 
comprehension and demonstrates the importance of careful reading and of deliberately 
learning and applying reading strategies. While reading is often seen as a solitary activ-
ity, reading together can help novice readers who are practicing new study strategies.

Bogucka and Wood’s exercise likewise introduces students to different reading 
strategies in groups but has the students read several sections of a scholarly article and 
analyze their purposes. This exercise and the in-class activity described in the previous 
paragraph take into account what students already know, something Kocevar-Weidinger 
and her coauthors consider especially important.42 Another in-class example of teach-
ing reading strategies comes from Leuzinger and Grallo, who use the theory of reading 
apprenticeship in library instruction sessions to teach how to effectively read search 
results.43 Reading apprenticeship is based on the premise that people who have become 
expert readers can assist learners by modeling what they have learned to do. By read-
ing aloud search results, librarians can demonstrate to students their thought process 
in choosing specific items from the list produced by a search engine in response to a 
query. This metacognitive strategy could also work with a shorter section of a scholarly 
article, such as the abstract. 

Some instructors mentioned their own confusion about annotating online. Librar-
ians could take the time to learn online annotating software and demonstrate it during 
instruction sessions, or if they lacked time in class, they could share their knowledge with 

While librarians should 
acknowledge that academic 
articles are written by and 
for expert communities, they 
can still empower students to 
grapple with these texts
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faculty who could then use the tools in their instruction. Librarians could also develop 
online learning modules or brief tutorials to model critical reading that could be shared 
on library research guides or in learning management systems. 

In addition to inspiring some learning activities for library instruction, building 
an awareness of reading strategies taught by faculty has strengthened the researchers’ 
view that relying solely on one-shot instruction for information literacy is limited and 
unsustainable. What if librarians became reading experts on campus as Macmillan and 
Rosenblatt have argued?44 Librarians excel at collecting, organizing, and sharing access 
to resources. As such, they could potentially play a role in compiling and dispensing 
best practices and resources pertaining to academic reading from a range of disciplines. 
They could partner with centers for teaching and learning, writing centers, or other 
campus units to develop and promote instructional materials and workshops focused 
on reading. Instructors on a local—or national—level could consult such a clearinghouse 
to retrieve or contribute resources such as teaching activities or tutorials to advance ef-
fective academic reading skills. Such a service could be organized into pedagogies that 
align with the constructivist tenets outlined in this article. 

Finally, librarians could turn to other instructional opportunities already in their 
arsenal, such as research consultations. Instead of focusing solely on finding articles 
during these meetings, librarians could start to engage students in reading some of the 
texts identified through the sessions. Working with abstracts could be a good starting 
point, as well as teaching students how to critically read and analyze search results. 
These meetings also offer a good time to talk to students about practical reading strate-
gies, such as how to use online annotating tools and how to organize research articles. 
Students might even reflect on whether they would be better served printing out the 
material or reading it online. 

Conclusion
In addition to incorporating critical reading and reflection into instruction, librar-
ians should consider using a constructivist, strengths-based technique rather than a 
deficit-based approach and seeking ways to bridge to students’ prior knowledge. These 
methods could help assuage learners’ apprehension about academic reading in their 
early encounters with college-level research and help them forge confident identities as 
scholars participating in the scholarly conversation.45 The more practice students have 
with dissecting and unpacking difficult texts in a low-stakes setting such as a library 
instruction classroom, individual research consultation, workshop, or assignment, the 
more librarians can help build students’ sense of academic belongingness and agency. 
Such experiences can help them see themselves as scholars and lifelong learners who 
have every right to engage in discourse with—and eventually challenge—academic 
texts, academics, and academia.

Anne Armstrong is an associate professor, liaison librarian for education and psychology, and the 
coordinator of Teaching and Learning Services for the Richard J. Daley Library at the University 
of Illinois at Chicago; she may be reached by e-mail at: annie@uic.edu.
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Appendix
Interview Questions

Background
What courses do you currently teach?

How long have you been teaching at the University of Illinois at Chicago? Elsewhere?

Q1: Expectations of Students

•  What do you expect of students in terms of reading for your class (e.g., amount of 
reading per day/week, level of difficulty, type of material, ability to comprehend)? 

•  Do you communicate your expectations to students in terms of time and habits required 
in order to effectively read and process course texts? How do you communicate these 
expectations? (e.g., syllabus, assignments, in class, office hours)

Q2: Preparation/Skill-Building/Habits of Mind

•  How prepared are students to read the texts you assign? How effectively do they read 
them or not, and how do you assess this?

•  What do you think is most challenging for students in regard to reading for class? 
•  On the whole, have you seen any changes in student reading behavior or skills over 

time? What are some of the changes you’ve noticed, and how does this affect your 
expectations or approach to teaching? (for those who are not new to teaching)

•  Does the vocabulary or academic language of a text inhibit your students’ ability to 
read the assigned work in your course?

•  Have you altered your assignments or expectations for reading over time to adjust to 
student reading abilities? 

•  If students exhibit a lack of preparedness, how do you deal with it in class?
•  Do you provide instruction on reading and model behaviors for working with texts 

(within and/or outside of class)? Why or why not?
•  What works? What doesn’t? Why? Why not? What would you like to try?

Q3: Beliefs about Importance of Reading

•  Describe your own relationship to reading throughout your life (e.g., Do you consider 
yourself a reader? Did you ever struggle with reading as a student?)

•  Would you say your own behaviors as a student influence how you teach your course, 
or your expectations of students for reading different types of texts?

•  Can you recall how you developed critical reading strategies in your academic career? 
Does this inform your approach to teaching or modeling reading strategies?
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Q4: Wrap-Up

•  Considering the aims of this study to explore how we can support students in reading 
and using academic texts, do you have anything you’d like to add that would be 
relevant?
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